
 
Celebrity Makeover!!! 

 
The overall concept is to use your ninja-like Photoshop skills to mess with a celebrity’s head. Your goal is to generally 
keep it within the realm of believability. You want to fool the eye. You want the viewer to wonder how you did it because 
your Photoshop skills are so good that they are nearly invisible. 
 
Use a wide variety of skills shown below. Combine skills and techniques. I'm not requiring a certain amount of skills per 
attempt...but for those of you who like to count, then be sure that you don't turn in anything with less than 3 
techniques/tweaks/skills per celebrity. 
 
You will be working on these for at least 2 full class periods. Don't get hung up on a minimum number of makeovers. 
Rather, work hard, get creative, and in the end, you'll select your best 2 creations.  We will share your makeovers whole 
group next week. 

 
Selecting Images 
 

1. Use Advanced Google Search set to ‘Large’ size files and ‘Free to use, share, or modify’ 
2. Search for your celebrity with these guidelines in mind: 
● A Head and Shoulders shot 
● Looking into the camera (it will be easier) 
● 1000+ pixels 

      3.   Make sure to GO TO THE SITE to get your image.  If you save it from the Google Search site or just  
            ‘View Image’ it won’t be as sharp a picture. 
      4.  Copy the url address and paste it into a Work cited Google Doc with a copy of the pic. 
           After you are done ‘making over’ your chosen celebrity, you will come back to this doc and write a  
           ‘wrap-up’ of all the techniques you used in that one picture.  You may want to toggle back and forth  
           between photoshop and your doc as you finish each technique and jot it down…...if you do it really  
           well, you may not be able to figure out which technique you used when you are all done!  You will  
           also place a finished jpeg of your celebrity on this doc. 
 
At the End 
 

1. You will write a paragraph or two after each url address and copy of the original ‘unmade’ pic of your celebrity on 
your Work Cited page.  The paragraph/s should include (not necessarily in this order): 

● Your artistic process (a detailed description of the techniques you used) 
● The tutorial you used. 
● A new skill you have performed and your level of confidence with that skill (expert-could make my own tutorial, 

comfortable so far-could do without the tutorial now, novice- still new, need the tutorial) 
● Something (on the celebrity or with the background)  that you would like to be able to do to this picture but are not 

sure how.  

 
Before you start!  30 sec. vids 
 
 

1. WARNING of what to do and what not to do!!! 
2. How to select everything on a layer (Command = ALT on a pc) 
3. How to reset your tools  
4. Crop to a specific size 

http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/quick_selecting_layer.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/mutant_crop.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/quick_reset_tools.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/mutant_warning.mp4


SHORT tutorials for makeover steps. 
Some of these steps are destructive.  Use your judgement.  If we have covered a way to do the same goal without killing 
pixels, you should try it.  Feel free to use other tools/tricks/techniques that we have covered to manipulate the background 
if necessary. 
 
Removal and Addition Techniques 
 

1. Removal of a facial feature 
2. Remove a neck 

 
Surgery Techniques 
 

1. Make a Big Nose 
2. Make Big Rotated Eyes 
3. Conehead 
4. Giraffe Neck 

 
Prize Fighter Techniques 
 

1. Broken Nose 
2. Bruising 
3. Bloodshot Eyes 
4. Split Lip 
5. Swollen Cheek and Chin 
6. Bite out of an Ear 
7. Swollen Eye 
8. Knock out a tooth 

 
Makeup Artist Techniques 
 

1. Lipstick and Blush 
2. Eyebrow, Eyeliner, Eye Shadow 

 
Hairstyle Techniques 
 

1. Add and Subtract Hair 
2. Color Hair 
3. Borrow Hair from Someone Else 
4. Facial Hair 
5. Go Bald 
6. World’s Sweetest Mullet 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Source for tutorials/instructions: http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/gd1_mutant_project.html 

http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/gd1_mutant_project.html
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_bruise.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/removal.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_bloodshot.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_bald.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_teeth.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_swolleneye.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_splitlip.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_color.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/removal_neck.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/surgery_bignose.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/surgery_bigeyes.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/surgery_giraffe.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_beard.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_addsubtract.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_earbite.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/surgery_conehead.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_mullet.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_brokennose.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/makeup_lipstick.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/makeup_eyes.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/beatup_pinch.mp4
http://staff.4j.lane.edu/~eagen/gd1/mutant/mutant_videos/hairstyle_borrow.mp4

